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A Return to Rema!
The ninth fantasy Gamebook Adventures title, Sultans of Rema, arrives on iTunes today, joining
recent Android releases on Google Play and the Amazon Appstore.

Sultans of Rema is the direct sequel to Tin Man Games’ third gamebook app, Slaves of Rema. A
return to the southern continent takes players further east to The Emirates of Akbir, ruled by a
sick Emir who has remained neutral to Orlandes’ political leanings over the years. His successor
threatens to send that relationship into turmoil. You must secretly enter a harsh desert world of
political power struggles and strange magic to ensure a stable future for both Rema and
Orlandes!
Neil Rennison, creative director said: “It’s crazy to think that Slaves of Rema is over three years
old now. Time flies! Sultans is a fitting sequel to one our most popular gamebooks. Gaetano
Abbondanza has crafted an exciting adventure, Andrew Drage has added his usual flair and
attention to detail, and Joshua Wright’s illustrations are his best work so far for Tin Man Games.
Gamebook Adventures fans and newcomers to the series are going to love it!”
Tin Man Games’ gamebook engine transforms iOS and Android based smartphones and tablets
into interactive digital books where the reader chooses the path of the story. With animated
page-turning, dynamic links, achievements, side quests, an automated inventory for player stats
and objects, the reader may also roll physics-based 3D dice to fight their way through the
creatures they face in the treacherous desert environment. The app makes good use of the
latest smart phone and tablet hardware, using the increased screen space of tablets to read
horizontally or vertically, and allows readers to save their progress with bookmarks.

Gamebook Adventures 9: Sultans of Rema is now available to download from the iOS App
Store, Google Play and Amazon Appstore. It costs $5.99/£3.99/ 5,49 €.

Gamebook Adventures 3: Slaves of Rema is also available. It costs $0.99/£0.69/ 0,89 € for
a limited period.
Tin Man Games maintain a site dedicated to their Gamebook Adventures apps at
www.GamebookAdventures.com.
Tin Man Games also runs a developer blog at www.TinManGames.com.au.
Notes to editors:
For further information contact Neil Rennison on +44 (0)7557 878620 or
press@tinmangames.com.au.

